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Introduction...

Rosettes...

All rosette companies say they are different
but we prefer to show you how we are different.
In a world where everything seems to be online we
think that actually having a catalogue showing our
rosettes in all their glorious and colourful detail,
a catalogue that can easily be taken to committee
meetings and passed around for approval or shown
to friends and colleagues for discussion, is a step
forwards. Of course, you may have chosen to
download this from our website but if you would
like a printed copy please do get in contact.

Premiere Range

This catalogue is divided into four
sections. In the first section you will
find our premiere range of rosettes.
These are special designs that are
unique to us as a company. These
rosettes include both centre and tail
print. In the second section you will
find our standard range of rosettes.
These are the type of rosettes that
everyone envisages when they think
of a rosette and are typically used for
things like placings or clear rounds.
These include centre printing. There is
no difference in quality between the
two ranges, only in the types and
styles. All rosettes are handmade in
the UK and as they are made to order
you can have any rosette in any colour
or combination of colours.

The rosettes in this range are named after English cathedrals to reflect the
impact, quality and grandeur of these rosettes. All of the rosettes in the
premiere range have 3.8cm (1½”) wide tails and include printing on the top tail
and printing on the centre. The centres are 5cm (2”) in diameter. The tail lengths
are chosen to work well in proportion to the diameter of the head of the
rosette, but if you would like longer or shorter tails that is no problem.

In the third section of the catalogue
you will find basic and premiere
sashes. In the final section you will
find information about ribbon colours,
special printed ribbons, other
information and terms and conditions.
We hope that you will find what you
are a looking for in this catalogue but
if not we are here to help so please
do not hesitate to ask. If you require
something different we can design
something unique for you at no extra
cost. We do not have a minimum order
so if you need just one rosette you
can order just one rosette, although
discounts do of course apply to larger
orders. For prices please see our
separate price list.

The Manchester
Our flagship rosette! This huge and stunning
rosette is approximately 27cm (10¾”) in diameter
with seven tails that are 65cm (26”) long.

❂ Diameter – 27cm (10¾”)
❂ Number of tails – 7
❂ Length of tails – 65cm (26”)
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The Liverpool
This beautiful rosette also has seven
tails and is nearly as large as the
Manchester at 25cm (10”) in diameter.

❂ Diameter – 25cm (10”)
❂ Number of tails – 7
❂ Length of tails – 60cm (24”)

The Chester

The Worcester

A large and very fancy rosette with
multiple layers of points and nine,
yes nine, tails!

A lovely large rosette featuring
points and double loops.

❂ Diameter – 21cm (8¼”)
❂ Number of tails – 9
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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❂ Diameter – 21cm (8¼”)
❂ Number of tails – 7
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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The Gloucester

The Salisbury

The Wells

The York

A large rosette with an incredible five
tiers of pleat, one tier of double
points and one tier of single points.

A large rosette with an amazing array
of points between the layers of pleat.

A large rosette with five tiers of pleat
and two tiers of points.

A large rosette with three wide tiers
of pleat, interspersed with loops and
double points.

❂ Diameter – 21cm (8¼”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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❂ Diameter – 21cm (8¼”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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❂ Diameter – 21cm (8¼”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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❂ Diameter – 21cm (8¼”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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The Newcastle

The Sheffield

The Derby

The Westminster

This rosette has two sets of triple
points around the outside of the pleat,
creating a stunning and unique effect.

With double points on the outside
of the pleat and more double points
between the layers, this rosette is
something special.

A special rosette with four tiers of
pleat and a tier of double points.

A large rosette with seven tails and
an arrangement of points that create
a star pattern between the tiers of pleat.

❂ Diameter – 21cm (8¼”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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❂ Diameter – 21cm (8¼”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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❂ Diameter – 20cm (8”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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❂ Diameter – 21cm (8¼”)
❂ Number of tails – 7
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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The Canterbury

The Chichester

The Norwich

The Ely

A beautiful and ever popular rosette
with a tier of double points and a tier
of single points.

This lovely rosette contains four tiers
of pleat and a tier of double points.

This large rosette features folded
loops, known as petals, to create an
amazing visual impact.

This rosette features not only three
tiers of pleat but two tiers of points
interspersed between the pleat as well.

❂ Diameter – 19cm (7½”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 50cm (20”)
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❂ Diameter – 19cm (7½”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 50cm (20”)
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❂ Diameter – 21cm (8¼”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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❂ Diameter – 19cm (7½”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 50cm (20”)
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The Carlisle

The Durham

The Leicester

The Rochester

This special rosette is made from
four tiers of pleat and a tier of points.

A large diameter with three tiers of
wide pleat and a tier of points make
this rosette stand out.

This amazing rosette has a tier of
double points, comprising a total of
twenty points, as well as three tiers
of pleat.

Similar in design to the Westminster
rosette but slightly smaller and with
fewer tails, this rosette makes a
good partner to the Westminster for
winner and reserve awards.

❂ Diameter – 19cm (7½”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 50cm (20”)
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❂ Diameter – 21cm (8¼”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 55cm (22”)
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❂ Diameter – 19cm (7½”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 50cm (20”)
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❂ Diameter – 19cm (7½”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 50cm (20”)
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The Bristol

The Exeter

The Oxford

The Lancaster

This rosette is similar to the
Rochester but has a different
arrangement of points, giving a
unique appearance.

A slightly smaller rosette but it still
comprises of three tiers of pleat and
a tier of double points, making it ideal
for an award where a smaller, fancy
rosette is required.

Similar to the Exeter in style but
featuring a tier of single points
instead of double.

This lovely rosette features three
wide tiers of pleat and a tier of points.

❂ Diameter – 19cm (7½”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 50cm (20”)
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❂ Diameter – 17cm (6¾”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 45cm (18”)
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❂ Diameter – 17cm (6¾”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 45cm (18”)
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❂ Diameter – 17cm (6¾”)
❂ Number of tails – 5
❂ Length of tails – 45cm (18”)
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The Truro

The Peterborough

The Plymouth

The Cambridge

Small yet perfectly formed! The
amount of detail in this amazing
rosette belies its size. It is aimed at
those requiring a small, yet very
fancy, rosette.

Featuring two tiers of pleat, double
loops and points, this rosette is
something special.

This rosette features a tier of points
around the outside of the two tiers
of pleat.

A very popular rosette featuring two
tiers of pleat and a tier of points.

❂ Diameter – 15cm (6”)
❂ Number of tails – 3
❂ Length of tails – 38cm (15”)
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❂ Diameter – 17cm (6¾”)
❂ Number of tails – 3
❂ Length of tails – 45cm (18”)
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❂ Diameter – 17cm (6¾”)
❂ Number of tails – 3
❂ Length of tails – 45cm (18”)
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❂ Diameter – 15cm (6”)
❂ Number of tails – 3
❂ Length of tails – 38cm (15”)
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Rosettes...
Standard Range
The only thing standard about these rosettes is the style! As with the premiere
range, they are all made from Elizabethan ruff pleat, also known as tight box
pleat, to give a high quality, luxury feel to the rosette. Each rosette features
either two or three tails that are 2.5cm (1”) wide. The tails are fitted underneath
the centre of the rosette and these rosettes include centre printing. The
centres are 5cm (2”) in diameter. Tails can also be upgraded to longer, wider
ribbons and printed, at additional cost.

4-Tier Wide Rosette
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Coventry

The Lincoln

Similar to a three tier rosette
but much larger and the tails are
between the first and second tiers
of pleat. Ideal for those who want
something special without points.

This cute little rosette features both
a tier of points on the outside and a
wide tier of pleat. Its petite size
makes it an ideal rosette for children
or in other situations where a small,
yet fancy, rosette is required.

❂ Diameter – 17cm (6¾”)
❂ Number of tails – 3
❂ Length of tails – 45cm (18”)
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4-Tier Standard Rosette
•
•
•
•
•

❂ Diameter – 15cm (6”)
❂ Number of tails – 3
❂ Length of tails – 38cm (15”)
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Number of tiers of pleat – 4
Diameter – 17cm (6¾”)
Number of tails – 3
Length of tails – 23cm (9”)
Width of outer tier of pleat – 3.8cm (1½”)
Width of other tiers of pleat – 2.5cm (1”)
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Number of tiers of pleat – 4
Diameter – 15cm (6”)
Number of tails – 3
Length of tails – 23cm (9”)
Width of all tiers of pleat – 2.5cm (1”)
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3-Tier Wide Rosette
•
•
•
•
•
•

2-Tier Standard Rosette

Number of tiers of pleat – 3
Diameter – 15cm (6”)
Number of tails – 3
Length of tails – 18cm (7”)
Width of outer tier of pleat – 3.8cm (1½”)
Width of other tiers of pleat – 2.5cm (1”)

•
•
•
•
•

3-Tier Standard Rosette
•
•
•
•
•

1-Tier Wide Rosette
•
•
•
•
•

Number of tiers of pleat – 3
Diameter – 13cm (5”)
Number of tails – 3
Length of tails – 18cm (7”)
Width of all tiers of pleat – 2.5cm (1”)

2-Tier Wide Rosette
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Number of tiers of pleat – 1
Diameter – 11cm (4½”)
Number of tails – 2
Length of tails – 18cm (7”)
Width of pleat – 3.8cm (1½”)

1-Tier Standard Rosette
•
•
•
•
•

Number of tiers of pleat – 2
Diameter – 13cm (5”)
Number of tails – 2
Length of tails – 18cm (7”)
Width of outer tier of pleat – 3.8cm (1½”)
Width of inner tier of pleat – 2.5cm (1”)
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Number of tiers of pleat – 2
Diameter – 11cm (4½”)
Number of tails – 2
Length of tails – 18cm (7”)
Width of both tiers of pleat – 2.5cm (1”)

The Premiere Rosette Company

Number of tiers of pleat – 1
Diameter – 8.5cm (3½”)
Number of tails – 2
Length of tails – 18cm (7”)
Width of pleat – 2.5cm (1”)
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Sashes...
Premiere Sashes
A luxury sash made of three or five
ribbons, sewn together and printed
with your text and/or logo. Up to three
ribbons on the sash can be printed.
The sash is lined with vilene, has a
velcro fixing and a tassel attached.

Basic Sashes
This sash is made from a single piece
of 10cm (4”) wide satin ribbon, printed
with your text and/or logo and the
ends of the ribbon are sewn together
to form the sash. It is unlined and
does not include a velcro fixing or
tassel as standard, although these can
be added at extra cost.
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Ribbons...
Ribbons Colours

Printed and Metallic Ribbons

All of our rosettes are available in any combination of ribbon colours.

To make your rosettes even more special, why not upgrade them by including
either printed ribbons or metallic ribbons in the rosette.

Orange

Fuchsia

Red

Navy

Tango

Rose

Cherry

Electric Blue

Apricot

Medium Pink

Wine

Lark

Peach

Pink

Purple

Saxe

Yellow Gold

Cyclamen

Violet

Kingfisher

Primrose

Magenta

Orchid

Turquoise

Helio

Sky

Pale Primrose

The following metallic 			
ribbons are available:			

Gold Brilliant

Cosmos

Gold Excel

Paws

Silver Brilliant

Silver Excel
Brown

Hunter

Black

Camel

Emerald

Grey

Bronze

Lime

White

Gold

Apple

Ivory

Beige

Teal

Barley Cream

Jade

Cream

Sea Mist

The following printed patterns are
available on any colour of plain ribbon:

Hearts

Horseshoes

Dragons

If you require something different please contact us for a price to have a ribbon
printing die made.

(Please note that colours are for guidance only and may not be exactly as they appear to be.)
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Important Information...
Please read before ordering
VAT & Delivery:

Delivery Details:

• All prices exclude Delivery.
• All prices exclude VAT at the current rate.

• Please be aware that if you choose first class post we cannot
guarantee the delivery date so we strongly advise use of a guaranteed
service if you need the rosettes by a certain date.
• Due to Royal Mail restrictions, orders over £20 in value cannot be sent
using first class post.
• All rosettes can be collected from our workshop in Wymondham,
Norfolk. Packing charges are £1 per box. Up to 50 large rosettes or
100 small ones will typically fit into a box.
• Should your order fail to arrive or be damaged in transit our liability
will be limited to the value of your order. You must inform us within
48 hours if there is any problem with your order.
• As all rosettes are made to order and therefore personalised,
distance selling and online selling regulations do not apply. However,
we will always do all we can to put things right if you are unhappy for
any reason.
• We ship our rosettes worldwide but we require payment in UK pounds
Sterling and we are unable to confirm a delivery price for non-UK
destinations until the rosettes are made and packaged, although we
will always endeavour to provide an estimate.

General information about our rosettes:
• All of our rosettes use Elizabethan Ruff, which is a tight box pleat.
This uses more ribbon but gives a higher quality rosette.
• The rosettes are made by hand to order so all measurements
are approximate.
• Tail length is measured from the centre of the rosette to the tip
of the tail.
• If you would like something different please contact us and we will
design something for you to your required budget and colours.

Ordering process:
• When we receive your order we will contact you to confirm our
acceptance. We reserve the right to reject any order if we cannot
fulfil it within the required time-scales or to change the order with
your prior agreement.
• When we accept your order we will confirm delivery and payment
methods with you.
• Unless agreed in advance, we require payment before the rosettes
are shipped.
• Our prices are subject to change without notice and are not
guaranteed until we have confirmed your order.
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The latest price list can be downloaded from
our website at www.PremiereRosettes.com/prices.
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Unit 3 Oak Tree Business Park
Philip Ford Way
Wymondham
Norfolk
NR18 9AQ
Tel: 01953 600551
Email: info@PremiereRosettes.com
Web: www.PremiereRosettes.com

